HUNCH Can Crusher

Designed by Cypress Woods High School
Built by Clear Creek High School
Teachers: Mike Bennett, Bill Gibbs
Mentors: Stacy Hale, George Kessler, Roy Bellard

Problem:

Astronaut food comes up to the ISS in a number of different containers. Most US food flies in flexible plastic
or aluminum foil type packages like MRE’s from the military. However Russian Space Agency food and some
European Space Agency food comes up in aluminum or steel cans similar in size to that used for tuna or
hummus. In an effort to conserve space in their trash bags, astronauts like to compress and shrink their
materials down as much as possible. Unfortunately, crushing the cans is difficult by hand as they are pretty
sturdy. Crew asked if HUNCH could provide some kind of can crusher that would allow them to compact the
cans.

Handle

Can Crusher Features

Wedge shape for crimping and crushing can
Location for can
Velcro strap for holding closed when not in use

Holes for potential
zip tie connection

Velcro for attaching
to wall or table

• The HUNCH Can Crusher was
designed by students at Cypress
Woods High School in Texas and
built by students at Clear Creek
High School. It was the first HUNCH
item flown to the ISS. It was
launched to the ISS in xxxxx and
returned back to Earth on xxxx.
Although it was a valiant attempt at
producing a small hand held
method of compacting cans,
ultimately the astronauts were not
satisfied by its abilities to crush the
cans. One argument for keeping
the can crusher on board was that
it was the largest lever on the ISS at
the time and would be good for
crimping wires or cables if needed.
HUNCH Can Crusher on the old Russian food table.

Performance

Russian food can

Requires several uses to
crush the can
Commercial steel can

Complications with building a can crusher
Many people are familiar with several commercial can crushers for
soda and beer cans but aluminum cans are much less sturdy than
steel cans and are crushed in a very different fashion. Aluminum
soda cans are typically crushed into reasonably flat ‘pancakes’ by
using either a foot and the person’s weight or a commercially
available can crushers that also use a significant amount of force.

• Building a can crusher that can handle steel cans is much more
difficult and requires a significantly larger amount of force. This
might be accomplished with electric motors, hydraulics, screws,
long levers or gears—all of which have complications for on orbit
use.

• Any electric equipment to the ISS requires many safety precautions both
for the crew and the connection to the ISS electrical system—HUNCH
doesn’t have enough time for satisfying all these requirements.
• Any leaks in a hydraulic line in zero g would be hazardous—not a good
idea
• Screws with enough force to crush a can would take several turns and be
very bulky to crush a can.
• Gears have many pinch points that could be a safety issue for the people
and for surrounding equipment or cloth that might get caught in it—not a
stopper but a concern for safety
• Long levers can be in the way and have to be very sturdy to crush a can

Suggestions for future can flatteners
• Gears and levers seem to be the more likely candidates for increasing the
mechanical advantage on the cans.
• Folding the can may be a better option than trying to crush the can
• Look at bolt cutter designs that use two different fulcrums or gears for cutting
a bolt
Geared cutters

Double fulcrum bolt cutters

• A two handed design would be easier to use in zero-g as one handed operation
will require the person to use foot restraints to keep the person from being
pushed or pulled while using the can squisher.

